May Swenson to Read Poetry In Club Presentation April 26

Sun., April 26, in the Palmer Room of the Campus Library, May Swenson, who is cur- rently reading her poetry in the New England Poetry Circuit, will give a reading at 4:00. Her read- ing is sponsored by "The Club."

Miss Swenson, who was born in Logan, Utah and was educated at Utah University, is the author of three volumes of poetry; Another Animal, A Cake of Spines and To Mix With Time. Her work has been read at the Readings in America Conference and in the best known poetry readings in the world. "Miss Swenson was a member of the New England Poetry Circuit, was praised for her extraordinary gift for language and for her unique skill with a variety of forms and abandon. As the New England Poetry Circuit, will give a reading at 4:00. Her read- ing is sponsored by "The Club."

Bookstore to Give Autographing Party April 21, From 3 - 5 An autographing party will be held in the bookstore on Mon. April 21, from 3 - 5. Miss Swenson has been given in the New England Poetry Circuit, was praised for her extraordinary gift for language and for her unique skill with a variety of forms and abandon. As the New England Poetry Circuit, will give a reading at 4:00. Her read- ing is sponsored by "The Club."

Mr. Birdsall Awards College Fourth in Peace Corps Study

Mr. Birdsall awards fourth to Connecticut College in a contest which he made for Peace Corps volunteers accepted in the Peace Corps. Mr. Birdsall, executive assistant to Senator John V. Chafee, who reported the bill that became the Peace Corps Act, has been campaigning for the Peace Corps volunteers since he began his work two years ago.

Mr. Birdsall, who is the editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Peace Corps. He is also the author of a book, "The Congressman Who is Daily Engaged in the Process of Policy-Making in the American Government."

The Peace Corps Study is a competition of the American Medical Association's Committee on Student Health and the Peace Corps. The study is open to all students. All meetings will be held in the Palmer Room of the Campus Library.

Drama Club to Present Play, "Albee's 'The American Dream'"

Dr. F. W. Sternfeld To Speak at Next Conc. Lecture

Dr. F. W. Sternfeld is to speak at next week's club lecture on "The American Dream." Dr. Sternfeld, a professor of history at the University of Pittsburgh, will discuss the four-hundredth anniversary of the American Dream, which Dr. Sternfeld defines as the belief that all citizens of the United States are equal and that each person has the right to pursue happiness.

Campbell Receives Chemistry Award; Plans Future Study

Jennette Campbell '64 is one of six students to receive the scholarship award. The scholarship is given to students who are majoring in the sciences and who have shown exceptional promise in their work.
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Jennette Campbell '64 is one of six students to receive the scholarship award. The scholarship is given to students who are majoring in the sciences and who have shown exceptional promise in their work.

Dannie Abbe, Poet, To Read Works Sunday

Dannie Abbe, a Welsh Jewish poet from Cardifff, will read from his work Sunday, April 11, at 4:00 in the Palmer Room of the library. There will be no admission charge to this reading which is sponsored by "The Club."

Mr. Birdsall awards fourth to Connecticut College in a contest which he made for Peace Corps volunteers accepted in the Peace Corps. Mr. Birdsall, executive assistant to Senator John V. Chafee, who reported the bill that became the Peace Corps Act, has been campaigning for the Peace Corps volunteers since he began his work two years ago.

Mr. Birdsall, who is the editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Peace Corps. He is also the author of a book, "The Congressman Who is Daily Engaged in the Process of Policy-Making in the American Government."
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Editorial

Bed and Bored

'Tis spring again and newspapers' fancies turn to themes of romance, the usual departure from the realistic attitude of the younger generation. College administrations strive in coldblood to curb and chuck out any outbreaks of affection, in suppression and demonstration. (Although it often appears that as long as these blosoms forth beyond the town limits, the actions are not so loudly condemned.)

But for all the concern with the mad revels which serve to foil the otherwise banal machinations of our photographs, it seems that many of the developed habits of the college generation reflect the rather mediocre, middle-aged, and pale things we have so loudly condemned.

As the opening of registration approaches, security seekers, of premarital, homocide, was there the comment in 'Time' magazine by a student of Hunter College which ran something to the effect that she and her 'date' behaved "just like old married people," after dinner off to bed, with luck. It is difficult to decide whether this comment is the result of the tragic failure of the 'older generation' to imbue some inkling (or pardon the expression) Love, or a laughable naive and stupid analogy. In either case it is crude, and perhaps indicative of the prevailing attitude.

The situation is so miserably selfish; the babbings that go, based on the "existential loneliness" of the individuals involved is a sick, shallow, and hypochritical. (The following phrases in quotations from 'Newsweek,' April 6, 1964, "Life's Lesson of us against the world.", "The ideal thing (kissing mind you, not person, man or woman) is to have someone you can depend on."

...need the security of 'existence,' which we can depend on."

The early emphasis upon group involvements is not to be ignored. Two people rush together for security, they may be together as 

College has urged from the start a reevaluation and criticism of dating habits. "So terribly middle-class, so terribly middle-aged."

"If today's students act middle-aged at all, it will be middle-aged in the 20th century. Women who are quick to admit our treasure-tossed earth casts down her all-condoning eyes upon the new moralities. This is nuclear subs" (she weeps) "It's nuclear subs," (she cries of alarm over the uninhibited show of moral degradation. They are part of a whole generation which has evolved in a mass society."

Social isolation means the "unfreedom and self-shame" of all the "selfish and sex-suffocated" in the "most perfunctory, affluent and sex-suffocated society in history." We find the sex-of-suflusion less important than the dual factors. We do not understand the surprise of parents who have given their charges complete freedom and included them in any material whim. Parents of one of our contingent have been dating from the 10 of 11 have taken off to college at 14 and have pretty much demonstrated their standards.

College has urged from the start a reevaluation and criticism of dating habits. They have offered the argument that once 

Youth must see its moral decisions as not so removed from those decisions. You must decide how to act and what to do. The decision that you have made is not so removed as the generation before you. You are beginning to wonder whether this freedom has brought you freedom.

The book has not been confined to sex morals. It has been an attempt to fill the total gap which lack of training and wide knowledge of the college student's environment. It has been an effort to fill the gaps.

Youth must see its moral decisions as not so removed from those decisions. You must decide how to act and what to do. The decision that you have made is not so removed as the generation before you. You are beginning to wonder whether this freedom has brought you freedom.

That is a completed text that the End of the General Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times. Mac-Arthur, we have not heard from the American at our times.
Joyce Humphrey, Violincellist, Gives Musical Recitation

In spite of the drizzling rain which had been coming down, Mr. Hugh Holmes characterized Mrs. Humphrey's performance on her violincello as the achievement of four years of concentrated study in her major field of music.

Her short program included the Chestnut Tree, a cello sonata by C. Schreyer. Miss Page's display of technical ability and sensitivity in her playing. Her left hand covered the full range of strings on her violin, skillfully performing trills and other musical ornamentation.

The Chestnut Tree, the last selection of the program, was a difficult work that required Miss Page to demonstrate her skill and understanding of the piece. The performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by her ability to execute the technical demands of the piece.

The Chestnut Tree was followed by Miss Page's assistance in the performance of the Violincello Concerto in D minor by Beethoven. The last movement of this concerto, Miss Page played with lightness and with such composer-like conducting that the audience was impressed with the grace and beauty of the piece.

Miss Page's performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by her ability to execute the technical demands of the piece. The performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by her ability to execute the technical demands of the piece.

The Chestnut Tree was followed by Miss Page's assistance in the performance of the Violincello Concerto in D minor by Beethoven. The last movement of this concerto, Miss Page played with lightness and with such composer-like conducting that the audience was impressed with the grace and beauty of the piece.
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The Chestnut Tree was followed by Miss Page's assistance in the performance of the Violincello Concerto in D minor by Beethoven. The last movement of this concerto, Miss Page played with lightness and with such composer-like conducting that the audience was impressed with the grace and beauty of the piece.

Miss Page's performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by her ability to execute the technical demands of the piece. The performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by her ability to execute the technical demands of the piece.
Four Students Visit Howard Univ. in Week Exchange

Howard University, generally rated as best of the Negro schools, was host for eight days to four Connecticut girls in a spring exchange. Howard compiles ten colleges and has a student body of over eight thousand students. Foreign students comprise about ten percent of the enrollment, and there are significant numbers of white students, especially in the graduate and professional schools. This diversity is stimulating.

Howard has a wide range of social and service fraternities. At a spirited rally, the girls who participated in the exchange watched some fraternities sing intricate chants as each tried to gain the greatest number of spectators. The city of Washington, besides offering a variety of cultural events, and the University also sponsors a multitude of activities.

Adson Industries Undertakes Area Urban Renewal Project

The Citizens’ Action Committee (CACP) of New London held a meeting in the dining room of the Mohican Hotel on evening, to discuss an urban renewal project by the Federal Government in a city undertaking urban renewal. This project, the CACP is interested in, was sponsored by the Federal Government. According to the CACP, the project is designed to improve the conditions in the city of New London, located on the banks of the Connecticut River.

The philosophy behind urban renewal is to bring about great improvements to the city. Urban renewal is a process of improving and developing a city to make it more attractive to the residents. This is done by building new houses and improving old ones, by making the streets look better, and by providing new schools and other public facilities. The goal is to make the city more pleasant and more livable.

Adson Industries, a company based in New London, has undertaken an urban renewal project in the city. The company has committed itself to the project and has invested a significant amount of money to make it a success. The project includes the construction of new houses and the renovation of existing ones, the construction of new schools and other public facilities, and the improvement of the streets and other public spaces. The project is expected to bring about great improvements to the city and to make it more attractive to the residents.
Clover Relates Experiences

---

In addition to the experiences student describes, student describes meeting with Dodd from an article by Howard Zinn, who said some things about the civil rights bill that he had been in favor of the bill and the way it would affect the poor.

---

Student Describes Meeting With Dodd on Civil Rights Bill

In Washington, over spring vacation, I had the opportunity to speak with Senator Thomas Dodd of Connecticut, who is Democrat from the state of Connecticut. Senator Dodd is known for his support of civil rights legislation, and he was one of the leading sponsors of the bill.

Senator Dodd told me that he had been impressed with the efforts of the civil rights movement, and he was committed to the passage of a bill that would guarantee the rights of all Americans.

He said that the bill would provide strong protections against discrimination, and that it would make it easier for people to challenge unfair practices in the workplace and elsewhere.

Senator Dodd also discussed the importance of unity and cooperation in the fight for civil rights, and he encouraged me to continue to work towards these goals.

---

New London Camera

Co.

Extreme Discounts

155 State Street

New London, Conn.

THE ELEONOR SHOP

Yarns and Knitting Library

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

4:00-7:00

9 Union Street

Imported & Domestic Yarns

Free Knitting Instructions

Fridays 1 - 4

9:30 - 12:30

---

We know. Over half the students in our university centers must satisfy the requirements of our college French. Academically year:

European Civilization for B-average juniors and some top sophomores. Previous German requirements.)

For B-average juniors with intermediate German. Das Deutsche Reich.

In their own fields, and giving them a fresh, European dimension—without interrupting their college careers.

---

GROUP FARE THIS SUMMER AVAILABLE TO CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS AND FACULTY AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES

Departure June 9th

BOAC JETS TO LONDON $325.00 — Return September 9th

See Linda Dexter, Organizer

Box 1305

---

SUMMER JOBS

FOR STUDENTS

NEW 584 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented resource for students includes exact rates and job details. Names of employers and their addresses for hiring in industry, summer camps, retail, etc., all over the country.

---

JOBS ABROAD

Students & Teachers

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Aids in job search. Gives specific address details, as well as European U. S. employers with foreign subsidiaries.

---

WHO SAID

Study is for Language Majors Only.

Of course, it's for them, too.

But it's also for undergrads in history, political science, international relations, economics, psychology and some other fields.

---

Gabor A. Mendelssohn

Larrabee House

---

$325 ROUND TRIP

TO EUROPE

Special low rate available to Conn College students and their parents, faculty members and their families, and other employees of the College. Depart Kennedy Airport June 18 to London. Return from London August 19. Via Pan American. Apply immediately. Just a few seats left!
Sociology Students Participate

In Many Ambitious Projects

Controversy rules high among social workers and students. Undergraduate social work students should attempt to enter a professional field. It is argued by some that the untrained girl might well get into situations where she would need a trained mind so inadequate that her desire to continue to social work would be permanently quenched. The general consensus is that a social worker who is not personally prepared and who cannot be given by the untrained worker and that valuable personal insight and skills can be acquired.

Carolyn Robins, Sandra No- vicki, and Carol Scheske are working with the guidance department at the New London High School. Each has selected about twelve students with academic and emotional problems, and seems to speak to them in a renewed interest.

Two courses are currently held at the Waterford Country School. The evening they take charge of the dormitory, they finish their work for the day.

Sociology Students Participate In Undergraduate Social Work. Both work with particular girls and then discuss their cases with the Direct-

Peace Corps (Continued from Page One)

By Bonnie Brown and Lillian Hargis. New Unicorn, in the Philippines, "For me, the Peace Corps right after college has been the most rewarding experience. Our advisor, Corinne, worked with private girls and then discusses their cases with the Direct-

Gina Herolt and Nancy Wea-

Marie are working with the Family Service in New London. A year ago a homemaker service was initiated by the Family Service. Through this program, a family consists of a father, mother and daughter is unable to carry on her duties at home can receive the help of a trained housekeeper. Gina and Nancy are conducting a survey on the reactions of families who have received the service in order to determine whether it is worth of the amount of support by public funds. No list of activities is being directed by Catholic Charities.

She has just completed working with a new foster family, and the baby has now been at home for two months.

Carol Schatello are among the first to be admitted to the Peace Corps Volunteers. "I feel that we've been part of 21 years of field work in the Peace Corps.

The most recent experiment of the Peace Corps is in the Junior Year Program. Students are selected for a training period in the summer. The program is an attempt to meet the needs of the minority student in college and the Latin American student. It is not a part of the Peace Corps; it is a separate program.

In recent weeks, it has been the season of Cona Domini to discover that many of the activities on which we have focused in the past are actually being made to benefit the New London community by all students.

The project is part of her personal knowledge, and finds that her students are particularly interested in the study of Peace Corps. Peace Corps training is now being offered.

The Peace Corps has proved to be a rich and rewarding experience for all its completers. Call College volunteers.

COURTESY

DRUG STORE

119 State St.
432-5857

Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Charge Accounts
Photo Developing

ON CAMPUS
Every Tuesday and Friday
ROY

In Business
In the Sciences
In Retailing
In Public Administration
In the Performing Arts
In Communication Arts

PROFESSIONAL--UNDERGRADUATE--GRADUATE

Students in good standing at their own schools may enroll. Application should be made in person. All courses have the same content as in the academic year. Students may enroll any year as a combination of summer terms.

NYU College of Summer Study in New York

Select your program from the 1,000 courses offered during 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 14 week terms, beginning June 2 and ending September 4.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Three Semester Sessions

Summer School
CLARK UNIVERSITY

Intersession: June 5 - June 27
One Course --- Three Semester Hours
Summer Session: June 29 - August 15
Six Semester Hours

Coeducational: Arts - Science - Education - Business
Write for Bulletin, Worcester, Massachusetts 01610

Summer School
HOLLY HOUSE

92 Huntington Street
Place Where the College Girls Meet and Eat! Delivery to the Dorms

Fife & Mondo

Summer Study in New York

How to Span the Space between Campus and Career...Beckley!

Add solid secretarial skills and exact business knowledge to your academic training. For sale, paperback graduation, education positions in salaries, advertising, retailing, banking, government and business schools, with不甘心 and other institutions.

Biever.

ROBERTS

"Just about the most wonderful..."...convenience for intimate feminine care"

"just about the most wonderful..."...convenience for intimate feminine care"